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A Midsummer Night’s Dream A-Z Quiz
Which A is the ancient Greek city in which the play is set?

 

Which B is the butt of many of Shakespeare’s jokes, including being given an ass’ head?

 

Which C is the genre that the play belongs to?

 

Which D is Theseus’ title?

 

Which E is the name of Hermia’s father?

 

Which F rules over his family according to ancient Greek law?

 

Which G is the surname of Robin, the mythical creature on whom Puck is based? (Clue: it is not the 
most appropriate name for a troublemaker!)

 

Which H is described by her old friend as “little” but “fierce”?

 

Which I describes the unreal condition brought about by Puck’s magic and that 
has Demetrius and Lysander professing their love for Helena?

 

Which J is the month in which the play is set according to its title?

 

Which K is in very short supply for a romance-based narrative, although 
Oberon does share some in his reconciliation with Titania and in bringing 
the young lovers together?
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream A-Z Quiz

Which L is the object of Hermia’s affection?

 

Which M is the dramatic technique of a character speaking their thoughts aloud?

 

Which N could describe Titania waking visions of being in love with a monster?

 

Which O is the King of the Fairies?

 

Which P is the name of the play performed by the craftsmen?

 

Which Q takes the lead in the craftsmen’s production and delivers the prologue?

 

Which R is an alternative, unflattering name for the craftsmen/actors?

 

Which S is a fourteen line poem associated with love?

 

Which T never does follow a smooth course?

 

Which U describes the love Helena feels for Demetrius at the beginning of the play?

 

Which V was a flustered Egeus “full of” when he made his entry to the court in 
Act 1, Scene 1? 

 

Which W completes Theseus’ quote, “Hippolyta, I … thee with my sword”?
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Which X could be used to describe the slanging match between Helena and Hermia in Act 3, Scene 2?

 

Which Y describes the fledgling couplings of Hermia and Lysander, Helena and Demetrius?

 

Which Z is the study of behavioural patterns within all sorts of strange and unusual species?

 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream A-Z Quiz
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream A-Z Quiz  
- Answers
Which A is the ancient Greek city in which the play is set?

Athens

Which B is the butt of many of Shakespeare’s jokes, including being given an ass’ head?

Bottom

Which C is the genre that the play belongs to?

Comedy

Which D is Theseus’ title?

Duke

Which E is the name of Hermia’s father?

Egeus

Which F rules over his family according to ancient Greek law?

Father

Which G is the surname of Robin, the mythical creature on whom Puck is based? (Clue: it is not the 
most appropriate name for a troublemaker!)

Goodfellow

Which H is described by her old friend as “little” but “fierce”?

Hermia

Which I describes the unreal condition brought about by Puck’s magic and that has Demetrius and 
Lysander professing their love for Helena?

Illusory

Which J is the month in which the play is set according to its title?

June

Which K is in very short supply for a romance-based narrative, although Oberon does share some in his 
reconciliation with Titania and in bringing the young lovers together?

Kindness

Which L is the object of Hermia’s affection?

Lysander
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream A-Z Quiz - Answers

Which M is the dramatic technique of a character speaking their thoughts aloud?

Monologue

Which N could describe Titania waking visions of being in love with a monster?

Nightmare

Which O is the King of the Fairies?

Oberon

Which P is the name of the play performed by the craftsmen?

Pyramus and Thisbe

Which Q takes the lead in the craftsmen’s production and delivers the prologue?

Quince

Which R is an alternative, unflattering name for the craftsmen/actors?

Rude Mechanicals

Which S is a fourteen line poem associated with love?

Sonnet

Which T never does follow a smooth course?

True love

Which U describes the love Helena feels for Demetrius at the beginning of the play?

Unrequited

Which V was a flustered Egeus “full of” when he made his entry to the court in Act 1, Scene 1? 

Vexation

Which W completes Theseus’ quote, “Hippolyta, I … thee with my sword”?

Woo’d

Which X could be used to describe the slanging match between Helena and Hermia in Act 3, Scene 2?

X-rated

Which Y describes the fledgling couplings of Hermia and Lysander, Helena and Demetrius?

Young lovers

Which Z is the study of behavioural patterns within all sorts of strange and unusual species?

Zoology


